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SYNOPSIS
It is the 22nd Century. After bringing irreversible destruction to our planet's habitable
environment in their relentless plunder of resources, the Earth's leading mega-conglomerates
lead humanity into space to colonise the night skies and forge a new future, leaving behind the
barren Earth as a ruined, radioactive wasteland, with humankind seemingly destined never to
return. For the past fifty years the colonies living amongst the planets of our solar system have
been at peace.
But now, out of the ashes of the scorched Earth a new evil emerges, threatening to engulf the
entire free solar system into a terrible darkness. Now, never before has the fate of all humankind
lain in the hands of so few- a small clutch of brave mercantile militia soldiers, and their
sophisticated interplanetary fighting machines, stationed at a military garrison outpost orbiting
the planet Jupiter and its moons. Pitted against impossible odds, they must fight… for the future.
But they will soon unwittingly and devastatingly discover that, in space, the blackest darkness is in
the hearts of men.
Countless fighter craft explode, battleships are ripped apart, moons shatter, love is lost and
found, and whole atmospheres ignite in huge planet-sized fireballs in this exciting new, big-budget,
CG-heavy, sci-fi epic, the movie FUTURE FIGHTERS, which features never-before-imagined nonstop zero-g action stretching from the serene azure Neptune-filled skies of the exotic, geyserfilled moon Triton, to the heights of the colossal Olympus Mons on Mars, through the volcanic,
hellish landscape of Jupiter’s Io and icy depths of the subterranean oceans on Europa, crashing
through the rings of Saturn and methane rain and lakes of its moon Titan, and down into the
ubiquitous, ravaging Giant Red Eye storm of Jupiter itself!
Helmed by acclaimed international animation director Nelson Shin of the original “The
Transformers The Movie” and an award-winning team of producers from Hong Kong, this 3D liveaction sci-fi extravaganza FUTURE FIGHTERS features fantastic out-of-this-world robotic action
and a global cast and crew from Hollywood, China and Japan whose credits include “Blood: The
Last Vampire”, “Cutie Honey”, “Devil May Cry”, “The Forbidden Kingdom”, “G.I.Joe”, “Red Cliff”,
“Star Wars”, “True Legend”, and many, many more. Together with creative input from Hollywood
powerhouse Weta Workshop (“Avatar”, “District 9”, “Lord of the Rings”) and belief-defying, fullychoreographed action sequences and high-wire work from Hollywood/China action
director/fight choreographer DEE DEE KU (“Fearless”, “Kill Bill” 1&2, “Matrix” 2&3, “Warlords”)
applied in entirely original, innovative ways, FUTURE FIGHTERS utilizes the virtual camera concept
to the extreme, to create incredible, literally out-of-this-world excitement and never-before-seen
spectacular set-pieces. Through leading the Asia film industry into the exhilarating new arena of
high-definition 3D cinema, FUTURE FIGHTERS aims to raise the bar for all live-action science
fiction movies throughout the cinematic world to an entirely new, stratospheric level and become
a genre-defining mecha masterpiece for many years to come.
As the ancient Chinese war general Sun Tzu wrote: “In time of war prepare for peace, in time of
peace prepare for war.” There’s no future for any of us if we don’t.
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